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250th anniversary of Boston’s 
Grand Sluice 
by Barry Barton 
The 250th anniversary of the opening of Boston’s 
Grand Sluice (HEW 1872) was celebrated by the 
official unveiling of a blue plaque and a public 
interpretation board at the sluice by the Lord 
Lieutenant of Lincolnshire on Monday, 10th October 
2016.   

 

The ceremony was attended by the local Member of 
Parliament, the Mayor of Boston and officials of 
Lincolnshire County Council, the Environment 
Agency, the Canal & Rivers Trust, Internal Drainage 
Boards, the Society for Lincolnshire History & 
Archaeology, the History of Boston Project and local 
amenity groups.  The Institution of Civil Engineers 
was represented by Kyle Clough (East Midlands 
Council Member), Matt Huddleston (Chairman, 
Lincolnshire Branch) and Barry Barton (PHEW). Two 

of the ICE’s “This is Civil Engineering” banners were 
displayed prominently at the event.  

 

Kyle Clough (rhs) and Matt Huddleston (lhs) accompany the Lord 

Lieutenant and Mayor (centre) at the unveiling of the interpretation 

board.   

 

The Institution was also well represented at a lecture on 
the history of the Grand Sluice given by a local historian in 
Boston on 3rd October. 

 

PHEW Scottish Group visit to 
Caithness and Orkney 30th JUNE – 
4TH JULY 2016 

By Robert McWilliam 
The 42nd annual Scottish PHEW group tour took place 
from 30th June until 4th July 2016.  It was the most 
ambitious and rewarding of a remarkable series of trips 
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begun by Roland Paxton in 1975.  Sandra Purves 
working with Jenny Bruce extended the traditional 
weekend venture to provide five days of coach and 
ferry travel, which enabled the party to explore the 
history and on-going engineering activities in 
Caithness and Orkney. 

The tour began at Inverness.  There were brief stops 
at HEWs off the road north, all described in “Civil 
Engineering Heritage Scotland Highlands and 
Islands”, including; the Dingwall Canal (HEW2545), 
the Fleet Mound (HEW132), Helmsdale Bridge 
(HEW258), Berridale and Whaligoe Steps (HEW563).  
At Berridale we pondered on whether it could be the 
site for Scotland’s answer to the Millau Viaduct rather 
than the “it may not be an improvement – but at least 
they are alterations” proposed to incrementally ease 
the notorious descent and ascent of the Berridale 
Braes on the A9 – nowadays a favourite for 4 minutes 
of dashboard camera viewing provided by the trucking 
community.   

We also visited Berriedale Church, a 19th century T-
plan church with harled exterior, designed by Thomas 
Telford, built in 1826 by William Thomson and William 
Davidson on land gifted, and now within one of the 
hairpins on the A9, by Mr Horne, Proprietor of 
Berriedale Estate. It is one of the Parliamentary 
churches, built as part of a government programme to 
provide churches in the Highlands.  It was closed as a 
church in 2008 and is now a charity run by the 
Berriedale Church and Cemetery Association.  There 
Jenny Bruce had arranged a display showing the 
many and various connections Telford had with 
Caithness.  Thence to Ebenezer Place, Wick.  It is 
credited by the Guinness Book of Records as being 
the world's shortest street at 2.06 m, which is now 
occupied by a very small part of the frontage of 
Mackay’s Hotel – our accommodation for the next two 
days. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ackergill lifeboat slipway 

A recurring theme of the visit emerged on the second 
day- the changing pattern of energy sources.  A brief 
diversion to Ackergill Lifeboat Slipway (HEW1500) 
was followed by a fascinating visit to Bridge of 
Wester.  There Willie Watt showed the extent of the 
work undertaken by the firm “Subsea 7”.  They have 
an ingenious operation pre-fabricating “Flow-Line 
Bundles” for the final extraction phases of the more 

mature North Sea Oil fields.  A “Bundle” of all the pipes 
and cabling required to link a new remote underwater 
wellhead to a long-established offshore platform is 
positioned and secured inside a large single carrier pipe.  
At Wester Bridge the carrier pipe can be as long as 7.7km 
(as used for the Conoco Philips Enochdhu bundle in 2014).  
The assembly is carried out on a strip of land extending 
from the shoreline at Sinclair’s Bay landward for 7.8km on 
permanently constructed conventional rail tracks with 
75lb/yard flat bottom rail on a 976mm gauge supported by 
timber sleepers at one metre pitch.  After assembly the 
complete carrier pipe is launched and towed to site using 
Subsea 7’s controlled-depth tow method. 
<www.subsea7.com>; 
http://www.subsea7.com/content/dam/subsea7/documents/
whatwedo/spoolbases/Wick.pdf 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A prefabricated `Flow-line bundle’ 

Bridge of Wester was most impressive and there was still 
new work there on a site which began activities in 1980, 
with 2001 as its busiest year to date.  Our next visit was to 
Scrabster Harbour where James Gunn showed the extent 
of recent works there.  Much more depressing was the 
running down of the nuclear research facility at Dounreay 
Fast Reactor, which did feed a puny 15MW into the 
national grid in 1963 (HEW1708).  There a brave face is 
being put on the slow and tedious task of decommissioning 
and the associated myriad of safety requirements for what 
was once been seen as the future source of all energy.  
The day was completed with an eclectic mixture of sites – 
Meadow Well, Thurso (HEW1504), Dunnet Head 
Lighthouse (HEW1503) and a modern, but very small, 
processing plant – the Rock Rose Distillery at Dunnet. 

In the UK as a whole solar-energy surpassed coal over a 
whole day for the first time on 9 April 2016 while the 
electricity produced by coal fell to zero several times in 
early May.  The first time the UK has been without 
electricity from coal since the world’s first centralised public 
coal-fired generator opened at Holborn Viaduct in London, 
in 1882.  A different way of thinking about energy was 
apparent in Orkney, when we crossed the Pentland Firth 
on the following day.  On the islands up to 125% of its 
electrical energy already comes from renewable sources 
(over 100% since 2013) and the main problem is lack of 
capacity on the lines back to the mainland.  A study in 
1987 first formally recognised the resource potential of 

http://www.subsea7.com/content/dam/subsea7/documents/whatwedo/spoolbases/Wick.pdf
http://www.subsea7.com/content/dam/subsea7/documents/whatwedo/spoolbases/Wick.pdf
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Orkney.  The tides run strongly through the islands 
and to the south in the Pentland Firth they are some 
of the strongest tides around the British Isles. The 
Osprey wave energy device was installed near to 
Orkney, off Caithness in 1995, with EIA performed by 
Orkney based company. 

Nowadays Orkney’s energy resources are: 

Onshore wind   40 MW 
existing/planned 
New onshore wind  100-200 MW 
Wave    500-1000 MW 
Tidal    500-2,500 MW 
Offshore wind   1000 MW 
Wave leases   550 MW 
Tidal leases   500 MW 
Mirco & other   2.5 MW 
Gas & other   20 MW 
EMEC sites   5 + 7 MW 
The Total = > 5,000 MW deliverable capacity 
 
Our first visit on Orkney was the European Marine 
Energy Centre (EMEC).  Its Managing Director, Neil 
Kermode, CEng, FICE, makes frequent calls at Great 
George Street and so was not a stranger to some of 
us.  We were fortunate to have him give an hour-long 
presentation on the standardised testing work being 
undertaken at the facilities.  Thus we had a start at 
being able to identify the various configurations of 
wave and tidal current energy conversion machines 
that were to be seen back at the various bases 
around the archipelago in the course of the next two 
days.  <www.emec.org.uk> 

It was particularly gratifying to learn that the use of 
Hydrogen as an Energy Vector is firmly back on the 
agenda after a seeming lapse of thirty years as its 
potential for being sourced from ocean energy and 
being used as a transport fuel begin to be realised at 
some of the test sites. 

The Energy achievements of Orkney, both in Orkney 
and in Orkney waters are quite remarkable.  They 
include  

• World’s largest wind turbine (3MW) 1984-95 

• First locally owned 1MW turbine in Scotland 

(2003) 

• World’s largest marine energy test centre 

• First grid connected offshore wave energy 

• First UK grid connected tidal energy 

• Over 109% of electricity demand from 

renewables in 2015 
 

From a PHEW perspective its major energy 
infrastructure consists of 

• 30 large wind turbines installed 
• 500 micro wind turbines installed 
• 400 other micro renewables and energy 

efficiency installations 
• Over 60MW installed renewables capacity 

• Over 60% of capacity in local and community 
ownership 

• It also handled 10% of UK oil production since 
1970’s 

 
The real infrastructure is the human capital of its world-
leading experience and expertise 

• Cluster of 10 major marine energy companies 
• Operating base for a number of technology and 

project developers 
• 19 marine energy technologies tested 
• Over 50 technology deployment and recovery 

operations 
• 3000 vessel days of maritime support operations  
• 1600MW of marine energy capacity awarded 

under lease options 
• Home to the worlds largest permitted marine 

energy projects  
• 450 MSc and PhD graduates 
• Knowledge transfer and collaborative 

relationships with over 30 countries and including 
50 islands 

• Total renewables investment of over £500M 
including local investment of £150M  

 
In more detail, Orkney’s marine energy employment in 
2015 was: 

Type of activity   Numbers of people 
Planning and permitting   30 
Technology development   35 
Project development     5 
Testing     25 
Marine services    60 
Insurance and finance     5 
Regulation and enterprise     3 
Research    10 
Teaching and training   10 
Students     35 
Total     220 
(Numbers had been as high as 300 in 2013/14) 

To keep the remainder of Orkney’s unique cluster of 
expertise and experience together, Orkney needs to earn 
£6M per year, £700k per month just to keep these 
remaining people employed, plus need to sustain facilities, 
vessels and equipment and also repay investment.  They 
believe they can teach the other islands in the world their 
lessons and there are 730 million island-based customers 
out there. 

Between these reminders of history in the making for 
energy sources, a variety of traditional sites were visited.  
These included Barony Mill, Twatt Airfield (HMS Tern) and 
the Churchill Barriers (HEW1984).  There was no escaping 
from renewable energy activities.  Orkney Islands Council 
has just invited interested parties to pre-qualify for a 
competition to obtain a concession for the installation of 
tidal energy technology across two sites at Churchill 
Barriers. Pre-qualified developers will compete to design, 
build, operate and finance a tidal energy generation 
scheme at Churchill Barriers No. 1 and/or No.2. 

Although work started on the barriers in 1940 they were 
not completed until 1945 at the end of the war. Largely 
Italian prisoners of war were used for the construction 
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work, their personal contribution to the area is the 
ornate Italian Chapel constructed from salvaged 
materials.  It testifies to the benign regime at the site 
managed by Balfour Beatty. There 250,000 tonnes of 
locally quarried rock was dumped into the 20 metre 
deep channels and then topping these with 66,000 
large concrete blocks. The four barriers in total extend 
for close to 2 miles and they are topped by a road that 
now provides a transport link between the islands. It is 
estimated that with tidal energy turbines installed at 
Barrier No.1 it would be possible to generate an 
estimated 16.7MW when the tide is running at full flow 
whilst 8.6MW could be generated at Barrier No.2. 

On Orkney we were based at Stromness Hotel.  On 
our second morning there we crossed on the first ferry 
of the morning to the island of Hoy.  From there we 
drove across the causeway to Longhope Lifeboat 
Museum, the very intact Hackness Martello tower & 
battery, which was followed by travelling as near to 
Cantick Head Lighthouse as our driver dared.  The 
final stop on Hoy saw us becoming engrossed in the 
Scapa Flow Visitor Centre & Museum next to the 
Lyness Oil tank (HEW1682) and then back to Kirkwall 
to visit the Cathedral, the town harbour and then 
round to Hatson to view several of the marine energy 
devices out of the water between trials at various 
EMEC sites. 

Our fifth and last day came too quickly with the 
morning ferry back to the Scottish mainland and the 
rapid journey south, apart from the Berridale Braes, 
using the significant modern bridges at Dornoch Firth 
– 1991, Cromarty Firth -1979, Kessock (HEW 2536)- 
1982 before reaching Inverness with that feeling that 
everything deserved more time than we were able to 
spend.  My thanks again to Sandra and Jenny for a 
superb trip.  

If this has whetted your appetite, read on for details of 
the 2017 visit. 

PHEW Scottish Group Summer 
Visit 2017 
by Sandra Purvis 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The 2017 Summer Visit will be to the Forth Valley and 
Upper Tay Valley on 30th June – 2nd July. 
Provisionally it will include the Forth & Clyde and 
Union Canals in the Falkirk area, the Glasgow water 

Supply and Dunkeld Bridge. It will be based in or West of 
Edinburgh. 

For further information & Booking details please contact 
Sandra Purves Email spurves004@btinternet.com or 
phone 0131 556 4503 
 

Coastal News 
by Robert Carr 
M V Balmoral - back in service 

The new paddle steamer Medway Queen is now nearing 
completion and is beginning to look very much like the 
original, see PHEW Newsletter 127 pages 2 - 3. However, 
contrary to some expectations, it is very unlikely that she 
will ever be able to carry fare-paying passengers in the 
way that the old vessel did. Current maritime regulations 
were not written with a riveted hull in mind and the new 
vessel would never receive a passenger certificate to carry 
a commercial number of passengers in open waters. The 
best that might be hoped for, and even this is in doubt, is 
that passenger carrying might be allowed on the sheltered 
waters of the River Medway. 

It also has to be borne in mind that in recent years, the two 
passenger vessels that have been operating coastal 
cruises round the UK for fare-paying passengers, The P S 
Waverley and M V Balmoral, have had some difficulty 
working profitably, and both vessels are considerably 
larger than the new Medway Queen. It very much looks as 
if the current Medway Queen would be uneconomic 
anyway, and so will never be used in a traditional 
passenger carrying capacity. 

However, for people interested in Coastal Cruising there is 
now excellent news in that the M V Balmoral, which for 
some time has been out of service with her future 
uncertain, is now out and about again and carrying 
passengers round the south coast and on the tidal Thames 
- and she operated a full programme of cruises from June 
to August in the South East, North West, along the coast of 
North Wales and in the Bristol Channel.  Thus, together 
with the P S Waverley we had two operational coastal 
cruising vessels back in service again this Summer. 

The M V Balmoral, 688 tons gross, was launched in June 
1949 for the Southampton, Isle of Wight and South of 
England Royal Mail Steam Packet Company Limited. She 
normally operated on the service from Southampton to 
Cowes on the Isle of Wight, up to 1968 when Balmoral was 
acquired by P & A Campbell and moved to the Bristol 
Channel where the vessel was used for passenger cruises 
until 1980. Following this she was taken to Dundee to 
become a floating restaurant. However, this venture was 
unsuccessful and fortunately it proved possible to return 
Balmoral to the Bristol Channel in 1986, and up to 2012 
she operated a summer season of excursions in the area - 
also visiting most parts of the UK along the coast. In the 
winter of 2002 Balmoral received new engines and today 
the vessel can accommodate up to 800 passengers. 

In December 2012 it was announced that Balmoral would 
not be sailing in 2013 and there where grave doubts as to 
whether she would ever sail again.  Much hard work has 
been taking place since: ownership was transferred to a 
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new charity in 2015 and following a refit costing more 
than £300,000 Balmoral resumed public sailing again 
in June that year. 

 

The photograph shows the Balmoral on the Thames near 

Tower Bridge in June. 

 

Book Review 
by Mike Chrimes 
KITCHING, David. British Bricks. Stroud: Amberley 
Publishing, 2016. 96p. 180 ills. ISBN 978-1-4456-
5912-1 £14.99 

This book is the work of David Kitching a former 
Countryside Management Officer who has studied the 
North Staffordshire brick 
industry, and is in 
contact with other 
experts across the 
country sharing his 
interest in bricks. The 
book is the result of this 
interest and is largely 
composed of an 
alphabetical sequence of 
British brick 
manufacturers of the 
nineteenth and twentieth 
century. In the sequence 
each page generally has 
2 coloured photographs, 
frog upwards, of a sample brick from a manufacturer 
with a brief summary of the history of the works. 
There is a brief introduction summarising key 
developments in brick manufacture, and some further 
reading. It is not however a book that provides details 
of the engineering properties of the bricks, nor are 
there maps to indicate the geographic distribution of 
the bricks illustrated.  

The book does however provide evidence of how 
many brickworks existed across Britain over the past 
200 years, and by extension how many works have 
closed. It also demonstrates how closely the industry 
was associated with coal mining, and the final 10 
pages are devoted to the bricks of the National Coal 
Board, who took over 83 brickworks on nationalisation 
in 1947, and had a Brick Executive briefly in the 

1970s. Other manufacturers include railway companies, 
and contractors, for obvious reasons. 

The photographs are excellent, and the book is a pleasure 
to dip into, but for information on the uses to which the 
bricks were put one must turn elsewhere. A geographic 
index would have been helpful for those unfamiliar with 
brickworks in their area who would like to learn more about 
the local industry. 

 
Chairman’s Column 
by Gordon Masterton 
I mentioned in the September Newsletter that the first 
meeting of the ICE200 Committee has been held and that I 
was delighted to see the pivotal role allocated to PHEW in 
identifying the 200 projects and members of the Institution 
that shaped the world.   

Subsequent to that, a template for nominations was 
prepared, and the Institution has launched a variation of 
this as an online form under the marketing tagline of 
“Invisible Heroes”, accessible here: 
http://tinyurl.com/zvcxy72 

Ultimately, our aim is to target parents and children to 
inspire the next generation of engineers – and do this by 
explaining to them, and the general public, the value of civil 
engineering to society. 

We are looking for projects which show: 

• great civil engineering feats and how they 
benefited society; 

• inspirational people from the world of civil 
engineering who made a lasting impact on 
society; 

• great engineering stories and how they affected 
their community. 

The desired outcome is that the public are made aware of, 
and are excited, by civil engineering, having understood 
the positive impacts. 

The tone of the campaign will be to look forward to the 
future whilst celebrating the past and present. 

ICE 200’s Knowledge outputs will be based around 200 
projects that have transformed people’s lives. We therefore 
need to identify 200 projects or people to feature globally 
and put them into a group programme. 

They will need to be spread across the range of civil 
engineering endeavour: Energy, Water, Transport, Waste, 
Environment, Communications, Housing, etc. The ICE’s 
global Regions, UK Regions and Hong Kong will be 
required to produce a minimum of ten projects, preferably 
more to avoid the risk of over-representation of a category, 
and all UK Regions have been asked to work with their 
PHEW representative in that process. The selection of the 
final 200 projects will be made by the ICE200 Organising 
Committee, which includes the PHEW and Archives Panel 
Chairmen. 

The online form asks for: 

http://tinyurl.com/zvcxy72
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• The name of your project 
• When did / will this project take place? 
• Who did it? 
• What impact does it / do they have? (Political 

/ Social / Economic / Community) 
• What is it? (Describe the design story) 
• How was it done / how did this person do it / 

how did the story come about? (Describe the 
build story) 

• What is the impact of this project / person / 
story? 
• Where was/is it? OR Where are they from? 
 

The aim is to deliver the content generated through: 

• A glossy coffee table book of 200 pages, one 
for each project; 

• A global interactive map (200 postcards with 
links to find out more); 

• 200 YouTube clips.  
 

Regions will be asked to: 

• Provide content 
• Organise activities using the 200 projects as 

a focus 
• Produce a lecture series, branded ‘ICE 200’ 
 
Collectively our outputs will be branded ‘ICE Learns’.  

ICE HQ will also explore the possibility of devising on 
play – ‘The Invisible Superhero’, doing a TV Series - 
The Invisible Superhero’ and exhibitions at One Great 
George Street in the same vein as the Lego Bridge 
Exhibition.  

PHEW is delighted to be participating significantly in 
this activity, and delighted that the Institution is 
featuring past and present projects and people to 
demonstrate the beneficial impact of civil engineering 
– another indication of the added value in truly 
understanding the past.    
 

HEWs in the News 
by Brian George 
Work is continuing to complete the Compasses bridge 
over the Wey and Arun Canal at the entrance to 
Dunsfold airfield and the summit of the canal, notes 
the Inland Waterways Association Bulletin of 30 June.  
The bridge replaces a concrete causeway built in the 
1930s and when the remains of this are removed a 
mile of waterway will be available towards Tickner's 
Heath at Dunsfold and towards the A281 in Alford. 

Thirty new heritage mileposts have been re-cast in 
iron to mark the Leeds and Liverpool Canal 
bicentenary – part of Canal and River Trust's Every 
Mile Counts project.  The Trust, which cares for the 
canal is marking the 200th anniversary with a major 
fundraising appeal to restore or replace missing 
mileposts along the waterways 127 mile route.  After 
a comprehensive survey of the entire length, it was 
identified that 30 posts needed replacing with brand 

new posts.  Merseyside Castings in Knowsley, Liverpool, 
has been awarded the contract to create the new mileposts 
and also 109 missing individual mileage plates.  The family 
firm, run by George Harris is the only foundry in 
Merseyside still producing cast iron products.  The project 
is backed by the Heritage Lottery Fund with a grant of 
£376,600. 

Engineers from CRT are completing investigations to 
assess the stability of a landslip that has been blocking 
part of the Rochdale Canal at Todmorden, following heavy 
rain over the Christmas period.  The slip blocked the way 
with earth and trees and damaged the canal causing 
sections to be temporarily closed due to damaged locks 
and sections of canal banks. 
 

Rail 805 tells that at Portishead the re-opening of the 
branch to Bristol for passenger services is unlikely to hit 
the 2018 target, because unforeseen track geometry 
problems through the Avon Gorge have to be overcome.  
In Birmingham re-opening the Camp Hill chord to offer 
travel opportunities for the suburbs of Castle Valley and 
Castle Bromwich to Moseley and Kings Heath, has been 
declared a priority for the new Transport for the West 
Midlands organisation. 

At Blackpool the decision by Wyre Borough Council to 
allow pensioners free off-peak travel on the Blackpool 
tramway is expected to mean a rise in passenger numbers 
to over the five million mark over the next year.  At 
Tregarth, 3 miles south-east of Bangor, the 300-yard 
tunnel on the former Bangor to Bethseda route closed to 
passengers in 1951 is to be incorporated into the Lon Las 
Ogwen footpath and cycleway from Porth Penryn.  The 
project will cost around £430,000. 

At Southend a 12-week closure of the pier (HEW 79) 
railway, which carries 320,000 passengers a year, has 
been programmed for this summer to allow 27 corroded 
concrete piles to be repaired, mostly on the east side. 
Funding of £1.8m has been obtained by the EA Medway 
navigation management for the much needed 
refurbishment of East Farleigh Lock.  This major project 
can now go ahead and plans are going out for a projected 
start date in August.  One proposal to solve the difficult 
access problem for this busy lock is to construct a steel 
bridge across the weir stream to allow positioning of a 
1200 tonne crane needed to lift the seven tonne lock gates 
and cofferdam piling. 
 

Three seasons of archaeological excavation of the Stover 
Canal (HEW 2056) at Ventiford Basin near Newton Abbot 
in Devon came to a climax in late May when the hulk of 
one of the canal's barges was fully revealed.  Stover Canal 
was commissioned by James Templer of Stover House 
and completed in 1792. The waterway was primarily used 
to carry ball clay from local pits down to Teignmouth for 
shipment.  Barge traffic finally ceased in the 1930s, the 
barge may therefore be 200 years old.  The canal was also 
used to move granite from Haytor Quarry on Dartmoor, 
which was transported to Ventiford by George Templer's 
famous granite tramway (HEW 1054) from 1820 until the 
1840s.  At Ventiford this year an 80m section of the 
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Granite Tramway has been uncovered and this is the 
first significant finding of the track outside the national 
park.                                                                  
 

In a communication to its supporters, Sustrans, the 
cycling charity, showed photographs of three 
magnificent listed viaducts. The English one is 
Larpool (HEW 588) in North Yorkshire.  It is 915 ft. 
long and carries the 23 mile Whitby to Scarborough 
railway path. The second viaduct has 12 arches 
spanning the North Esk river near Kinnaber in 
Scotland and the third is the Hengoed viaduct in 
South Wales over the river Rhymner. 
 

The first train to serve the Knowlsey rail freight 
terminal since 2006 ran through the site on 29 June, 
notes Modern Railways, August.  A new twice daily 
service is planned to operate five days a week, and 
once on Saturdays, conveyed from Knowlsey 
Industrial Park on Merseyside to the north-east, 
starting later this year following work by Network Rail.  
The Potter Logistics site is now connected to the 
West Coast Main Line in Wigan and Potter says this 
presents several rail freight opportunities for the 
development of land at the terminal. 

DB Cargo UK and building supplies firm Cemex have 
operated a pop-up rail depot in Warrington to serve 
the north west construction market and reduce the 
number of lorries transporting materials from the 
picturesque High Peak countryside.  The pop-up 
depot was installed in weeks on land adjacent to the 
West Coast Main Line, it uses a pre-existing 
weighbridge and offices.  Around 125,000 tonnes of 
aggregate each year will be transported from Dove 
Holes quarry in Derbyshire on two weekly rail 
services, with each train carrying approximately 1540 
tonnes of aggregates. 

DB Cargo has secured a contract with scrap metal 
merchant Ward Bros. to transport material from  the 
scrap processing facility at the Port of Sunderland to 
the Celsa UK steel works in Cardiff.  The trains are 
the first to run out of the Port of Sunderland since 
1998.  One train is currently operating per week, 
using DBC's specialist MBA wagons, with each train 
carrying around 1250 tonnes of scrap. 
 

There are six oil refineries in the UK each occupying 
large areas of land that support civil engineering 
structures and while they may all be of 20th century 
age, each is an important example of civil engineering 
achievement.  The Daily Telegraph 29 August drew 
attention to their economic vulnerability to the 
Government's environmental regulation charges, 
resulting that more petroleum products are now 
imported rather than exported and that three 
refineries have closed since 2009 including Murco's at 
Milford Haven.  The Telegraph article showed a 
photograph of Fawley refinery, noting that 270,000 
barrels of crude oil that are delivered to its mile-long 
jetty are blended each day. 

The six refineries are Exxon Mobil's at Fawley on 
Southampton Water, Petrolineous's at Grangemouth 
(which nearly closed recently) on the Firth of Forth, Phillips 
66 on the Humber estuary near Immingham Dock, Valero's 
at Pembroke and Essar's at Stanlow on the river Mersey 
near Ellesmere Port.  The sixth was shown on the 
Telegraph's diagram as Total's at Lindsey, which is in the 
parish of North Killingham and close to the Humber 
refinery.  The refineries generally occupied two or three 
square kilometres of land and show up clearly on the 
1/50,000 scale maps.  The Telegraph diagram showed 
how the refineries are connected by pipeline to inland 
depots and airfields. 

Having mentioned the difficulties at Grangemouth, caused 
by the run-down of ethane gas from the North Sea wells, it 
was pleasant to read in the Daily Telegraph 28 September 
that Incos's unprofitable petrochemical plant has received 
a shipload of ethane gas extracted by fracking shale rocks 
in Western Pennsylvania.  This has been sent by a 300-
mile newly constructed pipeline to the coast for 
transportation across the Atlantic ocean in the first of a 
newly designed fleet of ships.  For the best part of a 
decade the plant's giant gas “cracker”, which turns ethane 
into ethylene for plastics, has been running on only a half 
of its capacity.  It is hoped that within a year there will be a 
weekly shipload arriving at Grangemouth. 
 

Modern Railways September shows a photograph, taken 
on 8 August, of one of the last trains from Holybourne, 
near Alton in Hampshire to carry crude oil to the Fawley 
refinery.  These trains have run continuously for over 30 
years.  The loss of the rail traffic is being blamed on 
Exxon-Mobil who say that their rail discharge equipment is 
life-expired and in need of refurbishment or replacement.  
The flow of crude oil is the last to operate on the Fawley 
branch south of Marchwood and so is likely to spell the end 
of the branch line.  The rail connection to the military port 
at Marchwood still provides occasional train loads of 
containers of military supplies. 

On 14 August DB Cargo hauled the first rubbish train from 
West London under a contract to deliver waste to a new 
incinerator near Severn Beach (Bristol) run by Suez 
Environment.  Their contract is with the West London 
Waste Authority that will require five or six weekly trains 
from Brentford, at the end of a branch line from the GWR 
at Southall.  Two overhead gantry cranes from Kranwerke 
/AG of Mannheim have been installed for unloading the 
containers of rubbish. 

A new station, to be called Cambridge North, is under 
construction on the Ely line adjacent to the business park 
north of the suburb of Chesterton and sited on the railway 
junction of the former line to Histon.  It will open in May 
2017 and there will be a 450 space car park. 
 

The 10 August Bulletin of the IWA noted that volunteers 
have been working on Inglesham Lock, which is at the east 
end of the Cotswold Canal and important towards the 
canal's total restoration. The 29 September Bulletin noted 
that 4000 man-hours had been spent on rebuilding the 
chamber, yet there is much to do and extensive work is 
planned for 2017. 
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The 23 August Bulletin reports that the Ipswich 
Branch has responded to a consultation in respect of 
the Upper Orwell Crossings, which provide for three 
new crossings of the upper reaches of the river in 
Ipswich.  The project has been confirmed by the 
Secretary of State for Transport as a Nationally 
Significant Infrastructure Project and Suffolk County 
Council has launched a consultation with residents, 
businesses, community representatives and visitors to 
Ipswich about its proposals. 

The three crossings proposed are a new road 
crossing to the south of the Wet Dock island to 
connect the west and east banks.  A new road 
crossing of the New Cut, which would connect the 
west bank to the island, and an improved crossing 
over the Prince Philip Lock, which would be for 
pedestrians and cyclists only.  The Branch has made 
significant comments to the proposals, 

The Leeds and Liverpool Bicentenary will have been 
celebrated between 15 and 23 October. 

As part of a wider regeneration initiative for Lydney in 
Gloucestershire, the Environmental Agency is 
transferring the management of Lydney Harbour to 
their preferred bidder.  The Agency will be working 
with Richard Cook of Severn and Wye Smokery on a 
gradual transition of harbour authority responsibilities, 
operation of flood risk assets, and management of a 
50 berth marina. The canal and basin was built 
around 1810 with a later development of the outer 
harbour and north pier.  The tidal basin was closed in 
1976 and in 1980 was designated a Scheduled 
Ancient Monument.  The docks were reopened in 
2005. 

Engineers from CRT carried out a ten yearly 
inspection of the 240 year old Norwood Tunnel near 
Kiveton on 23 & 24 April and for the first time invited a 
limited number of people into the tunnel to see it for 
themselves.  Mining caused collapse of part of the 
2.6km long tunnel in October 1907, effectively cutting 
the Chesterfield Canal into two sections, but now the 
Canal Trust wish to restore as much as possible of 
the canal. 
 

Electrification works in the Severn Railway Tunnel 
commenced in the summer with extensive cleaning, 
notes Rail 809, when 40 tonnes of soot were removed 
from the 4 mile tunnel.  From 12 September to 31 
October the tunnel will have been closed and traffic 
diverted via Gloucester to enable the 8 miles of 
overhead conductor rail to be installed that will power 
the Hitachi IEP trains to travel at speeds of up to 
90mph.  The use of conductor rail instead of overhead 
wire comes from the Swiss Company Furrer and 
Frey's international practice and has been trialled and 
modified at Network Rail's Old Dalby test track near 
Melton Mowbray.  It will be used in other GWR 
tunnels on the route and in Box tunnel. 
 

A historic bridge over the Uttoxeter Canal in rural 
Staffordshire has finally been restored after the four 
year project on bridge 70 near Denstone was aided 

by cash from the IWA.  This unlocked a retrospective grant 
from the Heritage Lottery Fund, notes the 29 September 
IWA Bulletin. 

IWA has raised concerns about proposals for a tidal barrier 
on the river Witham at Boston in Lincolnshire and has 
lodged a formal objection to the Environmental Agency's 
application for a Transport and Works Order that would 
enable the EA to build the barrage, reports the 12 October 
IWA Bulletin.  Although IWA acknowledges the need for a 
tidal surge barrier at Boston, the current plans for 
construction and operation could significantly limit 
navigation.  Up to early 2015, plans included a parallel lock 
and improvements to the waterfront in Boston which could 
have mitigated IWA concerns and so IWA has asked that 
the application be further investigated by inquiry, hearing 
or written representations. 

IWA has taken delivery of a new footbridge at Paper Mill 
Lock on the Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation.  This lock 
is a popular spot along the largely rural Navigation with a 
tea room overlooking the lock and moored boats.  The 
footbridge will provide access to the moorings and the 
Navigation Manager's office on the lock island.  During 
October the new bridge will have been installed and the 
current walkway will then have been removed and the 
towpath resurfaced. 
 

Readers of this newsletter are asked, whenever they read 
of something which they think might deserve mention here, 
to send it, or a copy, no later than about a week before the 
deadline to: 

Mr A B George BSc FICE 

8 Clevedon Close 

EXETER, Devon EX4 6HQ 

 

 
Editor’s Note 
By Dermot O’Dwyer 
 

May I repeat the regular appeal for Newsletter 
contributions which may include diagrams, photographs 
and / or illustrations.  Those which are both informative and 
appeal for further information, or publicise forthcoming 
conferences or the availability of recent books, etc., are 
particularly welcome.   

 

Contributions should be sent to the ICE as soon as possible 

after receipt of this newsletter by post to: 

Mrs Carol Morgan 

Library and Information Services 

Institution of Civil Engineers 

One Great George Street 

Westminster, LONDON SW1P 3AA 

 

by email to: carol.morgan@ice.org.uk   
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